
The client of ReadSmart Digital came with an idea to develop 

a digital platform with a huge collection of e-learning material 

along with images, videos, and various other media. After a 

thorough examination of the client requirements, we understood 

that the platform is aimed to build India’s best academic library 

offering easily accessible digital resources covering different 

subjects & topics. All the subjects & topics. All the registered users will get full-time 

access to unlimited books and academic articles online from 

anywhere. 
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With the motive to create a vast digital platform, the project 

not only provides a variety of learning materials online but 

also facilitate services to educational institutions under 

different access level where institution admin can publish 

their own resources & provide easy access to their students 

within or outside campus through IP access. Users can 

seasearch any study material using the desired keyword and 

all the results related to it will be reflected using the procedure 

of federated search, i.e. it will search the entire database, 

be it an e-book, journal, presentation, thesis, video lecture, etc. 

Though any users can get open access to the materials 

without subscriptions or payments, for detailed services, 

they need to subscribe for results with subscribers only access 

where the library will be available 24*7 through remote access 

or IP. The content accessed as well as the search keywords 

can also be saved for future use and can even export the 

citation fcitation from a material to citation managers. For better 

security, the system is developed in such a way that it can 

track individual user activities to restrict access outside the 

approved network. 

While using this library, the reader can also manage or

bookmark reading material of their choice for later usage.

Admin user (super admin/account admin) can view 

access and search query report using his account.

The system offers trial subscription packages that can 

be set for an institution/organization to save more cost 

& promote library usage.      
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Developing a robust digital library that can effectively serve different users with diverse needs across the 

globe is not an easy task. Here are some of the main challenges faced during the development of the project:

Collect Multiple Learning Resource

To provide access to 100,000+ learning materials, videos, audiobooks, etc. and complement a massive 

collection, it is necessary to have multiple learning resources that will cover various topics and interests. 

Advanced Search Functionality

As user requirements may differ from one another, implementing the feature of advanced search in the 

library will help in retrieving right content or related information from the vast pool of resources.

Restrict Unauthorized Access 

The system should be able to track individual user activities to restrict unauthorized access outside 

the approved network. Similarly, the publisher can restrict access of his published resource to share 

within or outside the institution.

Difficulty in Managing Huge Data

Not all users want learning content like journals or eBooks from the library! That is why, a variety of 

data should be present to serve all sort of users, which means there will be difficulty in managing 

database and disk storage.  

Meet User Demands with Library Budgets

Reading materials in the library is for the use of young and old people with different preferences and 

mindset, it is important to adopt alternate channels to keep up with changing user’s demands according 

to the library budgets set for every year. 

Solutions that were implemented for the development of the web version of the digital library are as follows:

For the proper gathering of the resources, we have used Scrapy, a fast and powerful scraping framework 

of python library. Also, the raw data in the database was dumped for further processing to fit the requirement. 

Since the number of record in the library are huge and continuously growing over the years to meet evolving 

reader’s demands, we have implemented Apache Solr to power better search and navigation features. 

To promote advanced security for people using the library, we have implemented two kinds of authentication 

i.e. IP based authentication to provide free user access within organization and Username/password based 

authentication to restrict access outside the organization 

For timely management of data in the digital platform as well as fast consumption of database storage, 

we put the database at RDS (Relational Database Service)
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The team of Clavax proposes mentioned below technology stack for the successful design and 

development of the app:

ReadSmart Digital is growing rapidly by delivering an exquisite range of reading materials to users all 

around the nation with the full-time access to the library resources and services from anywhere. With the 

robust learning platform developed, students not only get access to the educational services but also 

promote services like events, calendar, news, tools and tutorial, expert talks as well as information about 

internship opportunities. The system developed by Clavax is running successfully as per the expectations 

& serving users 24*7 everywhere on all devices with the wide collection of multimedia content & information 

seservices. 

APIs:     Python (Django for API and Scrapy for data scraping)

Scripting Languages:          PHP (Laravel)/Python, HTML5, Sass, JavaScript, J-Query, Radis

Framework:   Django/JQuery 

Platform Environment: Linux

Database:    PostgreSQL

Web Server Support:  Apache

PProject Management: JIRA and Confluence

Version Control:  Bitbucket/Gitlab

Web Portal (Frontend & Backend)
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